RMC Privacy Statement
Introduction
We are a group of researchers and support staff that endeavor to create solutions to challenging
education, workforce, and social problems through applied research, policy analysis, and innovative
program design. Due to the nature of our research, we use data which is often of a sensitive nature. Our
commitment to the integrity and confidentiality of the data entrusted to us is and has always been one
of our foremost concerns. We rarely collect sensitive data ourselves, therefore data is most often
provided to us under contract by the various local, state, and federal agencies for which we work.

Research
During our research process, all sensitive data is maintained on secure servers in a highly controlled
secure location. We are bound by Texas State law, University of Texas Policy, Federal Standards, and
other restrictions regarding data collection, maintenance, and security. We do not, and we have never,
sold, given, released, dispersed, or otherwise shared any sensitive data that has been entrusted to us
under any circumstance. We do not share sensitive data with our research partners except as outlined
per contract guidelines.

Website
We do not collect personal data through our website. We use "cookies" on this website (via AdThis,
Double Click, and Google Analytics) to familiarize ourselves with the site's visitors. There is no personally
identifiable information collected or available during this process. If you have disabled "cookies" in your
web browser, our website will still provide any and all published information to you without restriction.

Email Newsletter
We have an "opt-in" email newsletter that provides "hassle-free no-questions-asked" opt-out capability.
The newsletter is published every other month, and can be subscribed to on the Ray Marshall Center
newsletter web page

Conclusion
We appreciate your trust, and are equally committed to integrity in business and in research. For more
information, please contact us at info@raymarshallcenter.org, or through our Ray Marshall Center
contact info web page.
This policy is reviewed annually or as necessary, whichever comes first.

